Dynamic stability is often measured by time-to-stabilization (TTS), which is calculated from the dwindling fluctuations of ground reaction force (GRF) components over time. Common protocols of dynamic stability research have involved forward or vertical jumps, neglecting different jump-landing directions. Therefore, the purpose of the present investigation was to examine the influence of different jump-landing directions on TTS. Twenty healthy participants 
Introduction
Time-to-stabilization (TTS) is a force plate-based measure of dynamic stability, which is the ability to maintain balance while transitioning from a dynamic movement to a static state over one's base of support. 1 In young, athletic populations and in individuals with compromised joint stability, TTS is considered a more functionally relevant assessment of stability than staticbased measures. 2 Several methods have been introduced over the past decade for assessing dynamic stability, but TTS, based on the dwindling fluctuations of ground reaction force (GRF) components over time, remains the most common. Experimental studies that use TTS have focused on functional ankle instability 3, 4 , the effectiveness of ankle bracing 5, 6 , muscle fatigue 1 ,and differences between athletic groups 7 . As part of the methodology of this past research, the typical protocol requires jumpers to leave the ground 70 cm away from their landing location, touch an overhead marker (placed at 50% of maximal jump height), land on one foot, and stabilize as quickly as possible with their hands on their hips. Because TTS calculations are based on orthogonal components of the GRF vector, it would seem that jump direction, and therefore landing direction, would influence the assessment.
Few previous studies have examined the influence of different jump-landing directions on TTS. Butcher-Mokha and colleagues calculated TTS for a forward jump landing and lateral drop landings in different types of athletes. 6 Wikstrom and colleagues focused on different jump-landing directions, and used a stability index rather than a measure of TTS. 7 They reported that jump direction had limited influence on stability index scores; only the medial-lateral stability index, a measure based on the medial-lateral GRF, showed differences across three jump directions (forward, diagonal, and lateral). In addition to examining differences between female soccer players and dancers, Gerbino et al. investigated two jump directions: a forward "The Effect of Jump-Landing Directions on Dynamic Stability" by Liu K, Heise GD Journal of Applied Biomechanics © 2012 Human Kinetics, Inc.
hop after 2 steps, and a "side weight shift" (p. 503). 8 Although not statistically tested, the landing from a weight shift resulted in greater sway index scores, but shorter center acquisition times for both groups (center acquisition time is similar to TTS). Therefore, these jump-landing direction results seem contradictory.
In summary, researchers that use TTS as a dependent variable have participants perform a vertical jump, with little horizontal motion. Side-to-side motion may induce ankle injuries more than forward and/or vertical motions; therefore, it is important to understand multi-directional stability tasks. Studies that include different jump-landing directions did not use TTS, the most common measure of dynamic stability. Therefore, the purpose of the present investigation was to examine the influence of different jump-landing directions on TTS using the Multi-Directional Dynamic Stability Protocol. In addition, for each landing condition, three separate TTS calculations were made using the three orthogonal components of the GRF.
Methods

Participants
Twenty healthy and active participants volunteered for this study (9 men and 11 women, mean age = 28 ± 4 years, mean body mass = 73.3 ± 21.5 kg, mean body height = 173.4 cm ± 10.5 cm). Participants had no history of lower extremity injury 6 months prior to testing, no neurological disorders, and were active at least 4 days a week. Participants were tested during a single test session after their consent was documented in accordance with the university's Institutional Review Board.
Procedures
After a 10 min warm up jog at a self-selected speed on a treadmill, each participant performed various hopping tasks with their dominant leg, barefoot, onto a force plate to 
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Statistical Analysis
Single factor within-subjects repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVA) were conducted to test for differences between the four jump-landing directions for all three dependent variables (SPSS 18.0 for Windows, SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL). When appropriate, pairwise comparisons were made to identify where differences occurred in the data. The probability of a Type I error () was set at 0.01 for all statistical tests.
Results
All TTS measures showed a statistically significant main effect for jump-landing direction (F=662.53, P <0.001). Follow-up pairwise comparisons showed statistically significant differences for each TTS measure (Table 1) The results of the present study lead to the suggestion that multiple jump-landing conditions should be examined when assessing dynamic stability. The four jump-landing directions considered in the present study yielded drastically different results, especially when the TTSml and TTSap measures are considered. These two measures discriminated well between sagittal and frontal plane jump-landing directions (e.g., TTSml for medial and lateral directions were 2-3 times greater than the forward and backwards directions). No TTS result distinguished between a medially directed and laterally directed jump-landing. Therefore, these two tasks,
represented by a jump to one's inside and to one's outside, are repetitive. Likewise, the anteriorposterior and medial-lateral TTS measures did not distinguish forward-and backward-directed jump-landings. Again, for TTSap and TTSml, these two tasks are repetitive. Taken collectively, however, it is useful to insure different jump-landing directions are considered in dynamic stability studies. Our current jumping protocol involves jumping from four different directions over a small hurdle. Previously mentioned jump protocols differ in that their participants are required to jump to 50% of a maximum vertical jump with no side to side motion. The focus of our multi-directional jumps was to mimic some sporting activities, such as a forward jump after a couple of steps, as well as acknowledging the multiple directions of ankle injury mechanisms. This suggestion will be useful for those studying lower extremity injuries because so much emphasis is placed on post-injury joint stabilization, especially at the ankle. It will also be useful to examine different jump-landing directions in individuals with functional ankle instability.
In a study similar to the present one, Wikstrom and colleagues examined three directions of jump-landings: forward, diagonal, and lateral. 7 They used a stability index rather than a measure of TTS, but also calculated a stability index for each orthogonal component of the GRF Overall, the results of the present study strongly suggest that multiple directions of jumplandings should be used when assessing dynamic stability. It is also clear from these results that small jumps, essentially one-legged hops, are sufficient to tax the postural systems of young, active adults such that it takes 4.0-5.0 s to achieve stability when considering jump-landing directions and GRF components. These more demanding conditions may prove useful when attempting to determine stable and unstable populations. In conclusion, TTS was influenced by jump-landing direction. Specifically, TTSap was greater for jump-landings in the anteriorposterior directions and likewise, TTSml was greater for jump-landing directions in the mediallateral directions. Note. Time-to-stabilization values in the medial-lateral, anterior-posterior, and vertical directions are indicated by TTSml, TTSap, and TTSv, respectively.
